Attention 6th & 5th Graders!

2023-2024 Rabbit Creek Memory Book Cover Contest

RULES:
- Must include a rabbit or a bunny in some fashion.
- Include the school name and year in your design. Rabbit Creek Elementary School 2023-2024
- Must be no larger than 8.5 inches wide by 11 inches tall. This is a normal size piece of paper, try to put some type of frame around your picture. If do you fill the entire paper, keep in mind that drawings on the edge may be cut off in formatting.
- Please use a heavy-weight cardstock.
- May not contain derogatory, obscene, violent or otherwise inappropriate content.
- Do not fold or crumple the submitted entry.
- Write your NAME, GRADE, and TEACHER on a separate index card attached to your artwork.

GUIDELINES FOR ARTWORK:
- Rich Colors: The more color depth and contrast in your artwork, the better your cover will reproduce. Subtle colors may lose some detail in the printing process. Certain solid ink colors, such as navy, black and forest green, do not work well when placed next to each other.
- Thick Lines: For best results, be sure that outlines are thick. Thin outlines created with pencil will not reproduce completely. DO NOT use pencil to design your artwork.
- Careful with Crayons: If using crayons, be sure the color is crisp and not too subtle. Light shading with crayons may not reproduce—this is especially true with light blues, greens, and yellows.
- Metallic and Fluorescent: Glitter and metallic foils do not reproduce well when printed. These materials often appear black with little hint of color. Fluorescent inks will not reproduce well and should be avoided.

OTHER INFORMATION:
- Turn your physical entry in to your teacher by the DEADLINE, Friday, December 8th at 3:30. Or email or text a good quality picture to Terra Neff (see email below). If you are the winner or a finalist I will need to get the physical copy or a good quality scan by December 15th.
- A panel of teachers and parents will narrow the entries to 3 each from 5th and 6th grade.
- Eligible 6th grade entries will be judged by the 5th graders and 5th grade entries will be judged by the 6th graders.
- Please do not let others know if you recognize a particular student’s entry. Let’s keep the judging anonymous!
- Prizes for 6th grade: Your art published on the cover of this year’s memory book, a $25 gift card to some place cool, and recognition in the school newsletter. Most importantly, however, your legend will live on long after you have departed the sweet halls of Rabbit Creek Elementary!
- Prizes for 5th grade: Your art published on the back cover of this year’s memory book, a $25 gift card to some place really cool, and recognition in the school newsletter.
- Runners-up from both grades will be featured on an interior page of the memory book and receive a $10 gift card.
- If you have questions email Terra Neff at memorybook@rabbitcreekpta.org or text (817) 271-1684.
- Good luck and have fun!